Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra

Secure messaging, voice calling and file sharing

Powerful end-to-end encryption for today’s mobile workforce

The use of mobile devices is continually on the rise, even among enterprises and government agencies. To keep voice and messaging communications secure and confidential, Verizon Wireless and Cellcrypt have created Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra - a powerful, cost-effective voice encryption solution that can be used on commercial smartphones, tablets, and PCs.

In addition to the downloadable software for call encryption between two mobile devices, Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra gives agencies and businesses more secure calling options to enhance the way you do business.

Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra - Private Switch (optional)

Create and manage your own secure and private voice calling network. Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra Private Switch (additional server subscription required) enterprise server software provides complete control and privacy for your secure voice calling and messaging network.

- Installs and operates entirely on customer-defined equipment via a Web-based management console and signaling server.
- Complete infrastructure control for call signaling and user management.
- Manage and control a private group of devices and users.
- Only customer-authorized users can access.

Verizon Gateway (optional)

- Allows organizations to extend the benefits of their existing PBX features, including voicemail and conference.
- Provides secure calling to mobile users with the reduced costs of VoIP and the strong encryption provided by Voice Cypher Ultra.
- Voice Cypher Ultra Gateway integrates with SIP-based.
- Send attachments and photographs securely.

The Verizon difference

Verizon Wireless operates America’s largest and most reliable 4G LTE network. We build and manage networks that keep you connected when you are on the go. We provide the expertise you need to help efficiently transform your agency or enterprise, with flexible pricing and business models, a broad portfolio of devices and modules, integrated services and advanced technology.
Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra
Conferencing

Help ensure privacy and security for your conference calls.
Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra Conferencing (additional server subscription required) protects conference calls from unauthorized access, provides total control over calls in progress and can provide government-grade end-to-end encryption to prevent voice call interception.

- IP-based, encrypted conferencing solution with flexible, multilayered security.
- The Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra Conferencing capabilities require a Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra Private or Virtual Switch.
- Intuitive, Web-accessible user interface to set up, initiate and manage conference call bridges and whitelisted contacts.
- Three-step risk-reduction process to allow only authorized callers.

Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra
Enterprise Gateway (Private Switch only)

Connect securely to your office phone system.
Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra Enterprise Gateway ensures a secure connection from your mobile phone to your office phone system to call landlines or access PBX features like voicemail, conference calling and the public phone network.

- Calls are protected on popular mobile phones to keep conversations confidential on the go.
- Integrates with your existing SIP-based PBX system.

Choose the best network.
Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra is one part of the equation for helping your business. A widely available, stable wireless network is the other. That’s why it makes sense to choose America’s largest and most reliable 4G LTE network: Verizon Wireless.

Learn more.
To learn more about Verizon Voice Cypher Ultra, please contact your Verizon Wireless business specialist or visit us at VerizonEnterprise.com/contact-us.